In early 2020, when Covid-19 started dominating the world's attention, a colleague recommended a book on pandemics by Shah ([@CR12]). It was eerily prescient, given current events and the repeated claim that nobody could have predicted them. Moreover, it also was a good read. When another book from Ms. Shah, a prize-winning investigative journalist, was announced, I rushed to pre-order it. Unfortunately, it turned out to be disappointing.

*The next great migration* begins with the author in southern California, looking for *Euphydyas editha* butterflies. At the start of the first chapter, Shah tells the story of the decline and climate-related range shifts of this butterfly, which Parmesan ([@CR7]) made famous in the climate-change literature. (As an aside, it is not always clear to me what sources this book relies on. There is a references section and numbered, chapter-by-chapter notes, but these do not correspond to explicit referrals in the text.) By page 7, however, Shah turns to her main topic, human migrations and bias against migrants. This, of course, is also a timely topic in the United States and elsewhere, and Shah devotes most of the book to citing scientists and others who claimed human migration would lead to various disasters, then exposing the errors and intentional manipulations that often underlie such admonitions and the suffering that follows. Occasionally, though, she returns to biological and conservation issues (both butterfly and Dr. Parmesan appear again later in the book, for example).

Bias, racism, and intolerance of human migration is the main topic of the book, but biologists both dead and living are often dragged into the fray. The father of taxonomy gives his name to Chap. 3, "Linnaeus's loathsome harlotry." Much of the chapter is given to deriding globe-travelling Europeans of the 1700s for claiming to have met and for displaying in their museums "women touted as mermaids, Hottentots, and troglodytes" (p. 68--69). Unlike Buffon, presented as his "rival," Linnaeus would not accept dispersal as a major explanation for modern distributions. Rather than stick to the question of whether dispersal is important or not, as she effectively does later, Shah takes an ad-hominem approach and paints Linnaeus as a sex-obsessed failure and sometimes-fraud who refused "to admit that Europeans shared kinship with the foreigners they considered primitive and savage and possibly biologically alien" (p. 72). Linnaeus is accused of dividing humanity into different species, though his text actually names them as subspecies. This is an important distinction.

Human population growth is the topic of Chap. 6, in which Paul Ehrlich, Nazi horrors, *r*-vs.-K selection, environmental and general racism, coercive population control in India, and eugenics all mix suggestively but disjointedly. For example, we learn (p. 172--174) that John Thanton raised bees, practiced ophthalmology, was a member of the Audubon Society and the Nature Conservancy, and co-founded a Planned Parenthood branch - and was also a believer in zero population growth who "considered foreigners biologically alien" (p. 174). No support of this claim is given, nor is it clear to me what relation his bees, medical practice, or civic society involvement have to do with the implied claim.

Biological invasions are the topic of Chap. 8, named "the wild alien" (pp. 219--251), which begins with birders enjoying the fall migration in New Jersey. By the second page, those birders "condemn \[Phragmites\] reeds on principle, based on their foreign origins and conspicuous health" (p. 220). Invasives are then abandoned for a bit, in favor of more scattershot coverage. Darwin and his interest in dispersal lead to plate tectonics and long-distance dispersal, and Shah makes much of the trouble many biologists once had in accepting it -- presumably because this rejection supposedly establishes a trend of scientific bias against migration as a whole. Although she mentions the Movement Ecology conference in Jerusalem in 2006, the organizer and still one of the leaders in the field (who also named it), Ran Nathan, is not credited or cited. Returning to invasion biology, Shah invokes (p. 245) a common generalization: only 10% of introduced species become established and only 10% of those become problematic. Therefore, "condemning all newcomers as inevitably damaging blames them for transgressions committed by 1 percent or less of their members." This is a frequent misunderstanding that has plagued the "anti-invasion-biology" literature, confounds "invasive species" with non-natives, and erects a disturbing strawman: invasion biology "condemn\[s\] all newcomers as inevitably damaging." Although the term "invasive species" has, at times, been used rather too loosely, the distinction has been clarified often enough that a serious search would have easily unearthed some of the many references to this. Incidentally, the "tens rule" is problematic, not least because "the proposed 10% value was not based on a model or other defensible concept or argument" and "is not supported by currently available evidence" (Jeschke and Pyšek [@CR6]).

Thompson ([@CR16]) and his camels, as well as unnamed others, are recycled at length (p. 246--247) to make five points: (1) introduced species "failed to fulfill invasion biology's predictions" ("Zebra mussels cannot be blamed for the collapse of native clams, which face a number of \[other\] challenges"); (2) non-natives have some positive impacts (zebra mussels help by "filtering water and providing food for fish and waterfowl"); (3) non-natives do not always displace native species (Thompson is given as the source for statements that purple loosestrife is mostly reviled for "being conspicuously successful" and moreover, "in places where they've been for a while, they tend to decline"---Simberloff \[[@CR14]\] has already pointed out this is simplistic and inaccurate); (4) classifying "species as either 'native' or 'alien' is one of the organizing principles of conservation" (a quote she takes from Warren \[[@CR17]\]) is simplistic because of migrations; and 5) non-natives can cause ecosystem shifts "on remote islands," but even there, "it isn't only newcomers that disrupt and encroach on locals. Natives do, too." These look a lot like the five points made by Thompson ([@CR16]) and addressed by Simberloff ([@CR14]).

The scene now shifts to Mauna Loa, Hawaii, where vegetation restoration efforts face two realizations. First, "efforts to rid a patch of forest of intrusive newcomers failed miserably ... invasion of species on the move appeared unstoppable" (p. 247). This is also a recurrent theme of Thompson ([@CR16]). Second, the effort "wasn't just futile. It also seemed unnecessary. ... Whole functional groups were missing" from the native ecosystem, which is why "the newcomers who followed thrived the way they did" (p. 248). Asked what is wrong with the non-natives, one of the leaders of the effort admits "I don't know" (p. 249). These are both issues worth discussing, I think. What *should* we do in the many cases where eradication cannot be achieved? And is it possible to generalize that in many cases new arrivals settle into unoccupied niches? If so, does it follow, as Shah implies, that they do little damage and may perhaps even support native species and thus be beneficial? We may, as Shah and others have repeatedly suggested, not have given such questions sufficient attention---but she does not offer any real insight either.

In one way, this book is as prescient as Shah's (2016) previous one: her consideration of race, racism, and the way that "others" are treated in so many places across the globe. The pandemic has created openings for migrants in many countries to be scapegoated for supposedly spreading Covid-19, for example. The scientific community has not always been innocent of racism by commission, as Shah is not the first to point out, nor by omission (Anonymous [@CR2]). Like others, we are also susceptible to unconscious bias based on gender, religion (or lack thereof), race, sexual orientation, and so on. Conservation has its own, rarely-acknowledged faults in this arena (Potvin et al. [@CR11]; Cannon [@CR4]). Managers intent on addressing biological invasions have not always been open to discussion with local communities, often to their detriment and that of their project (Perry and Perry [@CR8]; Perry et al. [@CR9]). At times, non-natives and cultural identity are intermixed in complex ways (e.g., Albeck-Ripka [@CR1]). We have sometimes been accused of xenophobia and racism (see Simberloff [@CR13]). Shah does not go *quite* that far in discussing invasive species, though the implication is there.

Like Ms. Shah's, mine is an immigrant family. My mother was born on a different continent than I was, speaking a language that had a different alphabet; my children are native to a third continent and have a different mother tongue yet again. I understand her frustration with the racist and anti-immigrant rhetoric so common at the moment, whether it is cries of "Jews will not replace us" in Charlottesville, Virginia, USA in 2017 or ongoing reports that the current ruling party of India has actively tolerated, enabled, and maybe even promoted anti-Muslim violence. I share her disgust, as expressed in her Acknowledgments (p. 321), at the perversion of science that underlies some of this phenomenon and the communal silence that has enabled it. Nonetheless, passion for a topic does not always translate into clarity, coherence, or conciseness, and in this book all three suffer in ways that a good editor may have mitigated. Shah raises points which should be interesting to readers of this journal, but rather than offer a meaningful discussion, she sometimes ignores relevant but inconvenient research or connects unrelated dots. S.J. Gould's ([@CR5]) "the mismeasure of man" is one notable omission.

Unlike her previous book (Shah [@CR12]), I cannot recommend this one. But I believe we need to examine ourselves as well, and not just in the context of discrimination. As a journal editor, I often told unhappy authors that if reviewers misinterpreted their manuscript, there is probably some improvement possible that would enhance clarity and reduce misunderstanding in future versions. I do not know all the authors of "anti-invasion-science" reviewed in this journal (e.g., Simberloff [@CR13], [@CR14], [@CR15]), but Ms. Shah is clearly an intelligent, capable, often insightful reporter. What are *we* doing wrong, then, that makes her and others so often badly misjudge our intent or ignore our message? There are certainly better non-technical books on invasion biology (e.g., Baskin [@CR3]), so why do some continue to see what we do as a form of racism? How is "willful ignorance" allowed to guarantee that biological invasions will continue despite ample warning (Perry et al. [@CR10])? More broadly, why has the scientific community had relatively little success convincing the rest of the world about evolution, climate change, and the need for conservation in general? Why are policy responses to the current medical crisis, and individual ones in the growing anti-vaccination community, so different from those being recommended by medical experts? In addition to various explanations blaming others, however justified, we need to ask what *we* are doing wrong. Are we training scientists to effectively communicate with the public and rewarding them sufficiently for doing so? Or at least creating the infrastructure to accurately and effectively translate science for a non-technical audience? And if not, what are we going to do about it?
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